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the idea behind my thesis

I The likelihood function is central to statistics, and the most
appreciated general methods of statistical inference are based
directly on the likelihood function.

I Wald unified statistics in his theory of decision functions, but the
likelihood-based methods do not fit well into this perspective (they
are in general suboptimal from the repeated sampling point of view).

I In my thesis the decisions are based directly on the likelihood
function, and the likelihood-based inference methods can be
obtained as special cases.

I Through a new perspective on the relationships between
likelihood-based methods, this approach suggests and justifies new
methods based on the likelihood function.

I The resulting methods share the advantages of the likelihood-based
inference methods: they are intuitive, generally applicable,
conditional, dependent only on sufficient statistics, equivariant,
parametrization invariant, asymptotically optimal (consistent) and
efficient, and usually good from the repeated sampling point of view.
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analogies

PRE-DATA
(random variable X )

POST-DATA
(X = x observed)

BAYESIAN
(prior π on P)

Eπ[EP [L(P, δ(X ))]] ↔
(temporal
coherence)

Eπ[lik(P) L(P, d)]

NON-BAYESIAN
(prior ignorance)

sup
P∈P

EP [L(P, δ(X ))]

(minimax risk)

= sup
P∈P

lik(P) L(P, d)

(MPL)


